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The Scourge of Plastic H2O at Penn State 

by Student Name 

Why are plastic water bottles sold at Penn State? 

The Scourge of Plastic H2O at Penn State, a social media campaign with an anchoring 30 second video, 

aims to highlight the waste and corporate greed that is fundamental to the the plastic water bottle market 

in order to persuade Penn State decision-makers to ban their sale on campus. 

The Problem 

From production to disposal, plastic water bottles represent harm. Bottling plants cause problems for the 

humans who live near them. Water extraction surrounding bottling plants involved millions of gallons of 

water to make the bottles.  This often leads to local water shortages that affects nearby residents, 

especially farmers who need to provide food for the surrounding neighborhoods.1  In addition to the 

negative impacts of BPA and phthalates on human health there are also growing concerns 

regarding carcinogens and microbial contaminants that have been found in test samples of bottled water. 2 

Plastic bottle tops are currently not recyclable, and as with plastic bags they often end up at the bottom of 

the ocean, and in the stomachs of a variety of animal species that mistake them for food.  Marine life, in 

particular, falls prey to this problem on a daily basis. A sperm whale was found dead on a North American 

beach recently with a plastic gallon bottle which had gummed up its small intestine. The animal’s body was 

full of plastic material including plastic bottles, bottle caps and plastic bags.3 Finally, Plastic bottles are 

made from a petroleum product known as polyethylene terephthalate (PET), and they require huge 

amounts of fossil fuels to both make and transport them.4  Recycling is not often available, and even when 

it is, bottles often either end up lying stagnant in landfills, leaching dangerous chemicals into the ground, or 

they infiltrate our streets as litter. They are found on sidewalks, in parks, front yards and rivers, and even if 

you chop them into tiny pieces they still take more than a human lifetime to decompose.5 

The Campaign 

The campaign employs social media platforms of Twitter, Instagram, Snapchat, and Facebook and uses the 

hashtag #PSUplasticH2Oscourge. The kickoff piece of the campaign is a 30 second video that tells the story 

of the water bottle business and its environmental ramifications. Use of these social media platforms is 

critical to audience reach. Engaging the Penn State community, both students and faculty, to tweet, make 

Snapstories, and target Penn State administrators and key changemakers can create a powerful, 

trendworthy movement. The key to social media success is playing on the authorship desires of the public 

who find great satisfaction in the sharing and retweeting of their posts. In fact, demographic research 

shows social media has found tremendous growth among all working age groups.
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The Penn State public will first be targeted via tweets to Penn State entities many follow including: Eric 

Barron, Penn State Football, Onward State, THON. Initial tweets will direct audiences to YouTube and 

Facebook where the video will be featured. On Facebook, viewers will find ways to join in the movement 

by using their social media platforms. Several days into the campaign, a new reusable water bottle will be 

awarded to the person with the most retweets of the video link. 

https://www.lush.co.uk/content/view/570

